
Notice the Catholic buzz words: excommunication, sacrament, altar, meal, unrepentant?  NIV?



How many Roman Catholic- pagan symbols and references can you find on this page?



Notice the Roman Catholic and 501c3 undertones of this letter? How many can you find?





Now, where would the Lutherans get the “Journey to the Cross” idea from? Could it be Roman 
Catholicism? (sarcasm) Notice all the Roman Catholic symbolism on this page and the previous page.





Another couple of pages of Roman Catholic PerVersion Bible references and symbolism. 



Notice the Catholic halo around (behind) the head of “Jesus” in the photo on this page? How about the 
long hair in the “Jesus” photo? {1 Corinthians 11:14-15 refutes this long hair for men agenda} Or, the 
“Easter 'Passion' Service” reference that correlates to the Helli-wood movie “The Passion”?



My LCMS journal entry from 1996 depicting my honest feelings.



Confirmation of the permanent rescinding/ severing of my LCMS ties and affiliations.



“If you see something, say something” agenda, courtesy of the National Security Agency (NSA). 
Notice the one eye exposed to light, and the other eye hidden?



Ironic how the modern definition of “terrorist” fits the NSA's description of “convicted spies”.



Blatant NSA “If you see something, say something” propaganda here!



Funny how the NSA doesn't clearly define “need to know”; that could mean anything during the course 
of “official duties” of whomever they choose to give clearance to, depending on the person's value to 
its regime.



Again, notice the single, all-seeing eye here? The NSA and Intelligence Community act like gods. 
{Genesis 3:5 (KJV)}



Another form of “If you see something, say something” propaganda., courtesy of the NSA.



Oh boy, “special programs and ministries for children, youth and adults which fill the church calendar.” 
“Priority to build lasting bonds...” Chapter and verse from the KJV Bible? 



Notice the Publishing/ Marketing Company at the bottom of this document? Blatant correlation of their 
cause, and, ultimately, Rick Warren's agenda, too. 



Check out the second through fourth paragraphs under “About our services...”; item #8; and item 
#10...Blatant admission of their 'nutty as a Pecan Pie' Charismaniac Pentecostal nonsense. 



Check out the question, and response to, “Why does the pastor suddenly call out a name or ask for 
people with a certain ailment to come to the front of the auditorium?” and also “Why do the pastors 
say, 'God spoke to me', or 'I heard the Lord say....'. Does God really speak to people?”. How about item 
#7 where they take God's word out of context: “...baptism of the Holy Spirit and fire....”?



One of the 'seducing female pastors' at this cult building. Notice how the immodestly dressed female 
“Pastor” is in front of the man? Where is the gospel presented: repentance to salvation?



Again, the mixed kindred “female pastor” in front of her husband (pastor). Where is the gospel of 
'repentance to salvation' presented on this page? Definition of “reaching teens where they are”?
Chapter and verse from the KJV Bible?


